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➢ Kindly circle        only one correct answer. 

➢ Use only blue pen/pencil to answer the question. 

➢ Go through your question paper before submission. 

➢ Don’t open this questionnaire until you are instructed by your invigilator 
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1. Question. I told him that I -------------------- hard for the last four hours. [ work] 

a. worked  b. was working c. am working d. had been working 

 

2. Question. A moment ago, I ------------------ strange news. [hear] 
a. have heard   b. heard  c. hear   d. am hearing 

 

3. Question. “Early to bed early to rise Makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise”. 

a. Franklin  b. Disraeli  c. Johnson   d. Shakespeare 

 

4. Question. “A thing of beauty is a joy forever”. 
a. Socrates  b. Tolstoy  c. Keats   d. Milton 

 

5. Question. Meaning of contrived? 
a. managed to do something in spite of difficulties  b. unable to do anything 

c. confused.        d. excited 

 

 

6. Question. She said to me, "I do not take tea. "The correct indirect is. 
a. She said to me that she did not take tea.    b. She said to me that I do not. 

c. She said that she does not take tea.     d. She said to me that she did not takes tea. 

 

 

7. Question. To “be caught short” means _______. 
 
a. to be in an embarrassing situation b. to take a short sleep  
c. not to have enough of something when needed 

 

8. Question. The correct sentence of Present perfect tense is: 
a. Tabbish has go to school.  b. Tabbish have going to school. 

c. Tabbish has gone to school.  d. Tabbish have went to school. 

 

 

9. Question. The correct imperative sentence is: 
a. Learns your lesson.   b. Learnt your lesson. 

c. Learning your lesson.   d. Learn your lesson. 
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10. Question. My mother was driving a car. (Choose Passive voice) 
a. A car was being driven by my mother.    b. A car was driven by my mother. 

c. A car was being driven by my mother.  d. A car will be driven by my mother. 

 

11. Question. "The school president was a dependable leader. She was always there 

when you needed her." What does the word DEPENDABLE mean? 

a. to not depend on          b. to depend on again 

c. someone who depends on others      d. the ability to depend on 

 

12. Question. He said, "Alas! I am failed in my exams". 
a. He exclaimed with sorrow that he failed in his exams." 

b. He exclaimed with sorrow that he was failed in his exams. 

c. He exclaimed with sorrow that I am failed in my exams. 

d. He exclaimed with sorrow that he is failed in his exams. 

 

13. Question. Let’s watch a film, ______? 

a.  shall we                        b. don’t we      c. do we                           d. aren’t we 

 

 

14. Question. Peter loves his cat, _______? 

a. didn’t he                            b. does he      c. doesn’t he                         d. isn’t he 

 

15. Question. I ------------------ not ------------------- the letter yet. [ write] 
a. am, written b. was, written  c. have, written  d. had, written 

 

16. Question. We -------------------- each other for the past ten years. [ know] 
a. know  b. are knowing  c. have known  d. had known 

 

17. Question. I --------------------- this exercise by ten o‟ clock. [finish] 
a. shall have finished     b. have finished          c. finish  d. finished 

 

18. Question. “Common sense is not so common”. 
a. Voltaire         b. Disraeli               c. Hazlitt        d. Emerson 


